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every rash and harebrained fellow to propone new lawcs of his
owne invention5.1 Nevertheless, when parliament assembled
again, there was an unwonted harmony between king and
estates: a generous financial grant was made, and an act, passed
in the previous session, to appoint commissioners representing
England and Scotland to treat of a union between the two
kingdoms, was extended.2
The proposed union was the main topic of discussion in tin*
third session (1606-7).   In his opening speech James strongly
urged the importance of the union, and stressed three essentials:
that all existing laws framed to provide for possible* hostilities
between the two kingdoms might be abrogated; that free trade
should be established; and that those of his subjects born be-
fore his accession to the English Crown might be considered
naturalized.  When these preliminaries arc completed the* two
nations 'shall ever acknowledge one church and one khi#; and
be joined, in a perpetual marriage, for the peace and prosperity
of both nations, and for the honour of their kingV  The ideal
that James set before parliament was not destined to be* realised
for another century.   The old hatred between Kngland and
Scotland had become less vehement but: was still strong.   Eng-
lishmen knew little of Scotland and cared less,4   Many of the
English despised the Scots as a nation of beggarly peasants or
pedlars, or simply as men living by robbery or treachery.
James's generosity to favourites whose sole: merit was their
nationality had made Scots more unpopular then ever, and it
was easy to represent them as greedy adventurers who would
devour the land like so many boars,5
The debates naturally turned on the question of fret* trade
and naturalization. The London merchants protested that they
would be ruined by the competition of Scot #, who would be on
hand whenever a bargain was to be; made but would disappear
across the border when taxes became due. Similarly the trad-
ing companies would soon be filled by Scots, and Englishmen
deprived of a living. These and other arguments were utilized
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